PERSONNEL POLICIES HANDBOOK FOR SUPPORTIVE OPERATING STAFF

- Greeting From The Director Of Human Resources (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/greeting-from-hr-director/)
- Greeting From The President (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/greeting-from-president/)
- Introduction (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/introduction/)
- Employment At-Will (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/employment-at-will/)
- Denison University Mission Statement (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/denison-university-mission-statement/)
- About The University (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/about-the-university/)
- Responsibility For Policy Administration (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/responsibility-for-policy-admin/)
- Definition Of Supportive Operating Staff (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/supportive-operating-staff-def/)
- Notice of Non-Discrimination and Title IX (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/nondiscrimination-policy/)
- Conflict Resolution (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/conflict-resolution/)
- Employment Conditions (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/employment-conditions/)
- Work Schedule (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/work-schedule/)
- Compensation (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/compensation/)
- Staff Benefit Programs (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/staff-benefit-programs/)
- Absences From Work (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/absences-from-work/)
- Employee Discipline (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/employee-discipline/)
- General Information (https://catalog.denison.edu/sos-handbook/general-information/)